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Brindle {B) and Chenesbury (C}.

Sca1e: tr" crn = 3 km
(a) Measure the three-figure bearing of Brindle from Cheneshury.
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(b) Measure tl:e three-figure bearing of Chenesbury from Alberston.
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(c) How many metres is Alberston from Brindle?
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2.
Bill runs a clothes shop.
He bought 50 t-shirts for s12.50 each and 4o hoodies for €19.50 each.
He sold 7Ao/a of the t-shirts for €2O each.
He sold three quarters of the hoodies for g,2Z each.
The rest of the items remained unsold.

How much profit did Bill rnake?
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3.
Karen cycled to her friend's house.
After spending some time at her friend's house, she started cycling home.
On the way back, she stopped at the shops to pick up some snacks.
She then continued her journey hack home.
The distance-time graph below shows her journey.
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(a) How long, in hours and minutes, did Karen spend at her friend's house?
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{b) At what time did Karen return home?
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{c} Work out the average speed of Karen's journey from home to her friend's house.

Give your answer in kilometres per hour.
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4.
.Lena, Mary and Noah have shared 10$sweets between them.
Mary has 14 more sweets than Lena.
Noah has twice as many sweets as Lena.

Work out how m€rny sweets each person has.
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